Thermography: a new HP-20 in Germany

In a very difficult period like this (where the slump is freezing the world economy), Germany is proving to be really stronger than the other European countries, mainly thanks to the advanced manufacturing industry (and in particular mechanics). German Export is definitely a driving force of the recovery process which will hopefully take place soon. Gasperini is therefore really honoured to inform you we have signed a very important contract with one of the leading German printing company, for the supply of a Sunraise HP-20.
The HP-20 is one of our “flagships”, very much appreciated all over the world for the quality of the thermographic process, its power efficiency and high speed. This model proves again to be the market leader. With this new HP-20, equipped with a dedicated UV unit, our customer (an established company which supplies thermo and foiled printed products on a subcontracting basis) will be able to increase productivity, print size and...
product range. The UV technology allows, in fact, to produce laser proof sheets. With the special UV powder and the UV unit, the thermo’d sheet is able to pass into a laser printer without being damaged.

Finally, right in this period, we have finalized an agreement with a very good dealer in southern Germany. This will be certainly very useful to strengthen our position as suppliers in print finishing market in Europe.

Best wishes from Gasperini